What is the CEQA §15183 exemption process?

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15183 allows a streamlined environmental review process for projects that are consistent with the densities established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for which an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was certified.

The County of San Diego certified an EIR for the General Plan Update (GPU) on August 3, 2011. Projects that are consistent with the densities and use characteristics considered by the GPU EIR may qualify for the 15183 exemption process.

How do I know if my project qualifies for a 15183 exemption?

Projects submitted with an Application for an Environmental Initial Study (PDS-367) will be automatically evaluated for eligibility by the assigned Planning & Development Services (PDS) project manager. In order to qualify for a CEQA 15183 exemption, the following findings must be made:

1. The project is consistent with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified.
2. There are no project specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site.
3. There are no project specific impacts which the GPU EIR failed to analyze as significant effects.
4. There are no potentially significant off-site and/or cumulative impacts which the GPU EIR failed to evaluate.
5. There is no substantial new information which results in more severe impacts than anticipated by the GPU EIR.

What types of projects qualify for the 15183 process?

Most subdivisions (Tentative Maps, Tentative Parcel Maps) that do not include other discretionary permit types will qualify for the 15183 process. Minor permit types, such as Boundary Adjustments, Site Plans, and Administrative Permits may also qualify if not otherwise exempt from CEQA. Major and Minor Use Permits may qualify only if the use type and operating characteristics are consistent with the analysis performed for the GPU EIR. General Plan Amendments, Specific Plan Amendments, and Rezones will generally not be eligible unless the proposed change is minor in nature and remains consistent with the GPU EIR analysis.

How is the 15183 exemption process different from other CEQA exemptions?

The 15183 exemption process typically requires a more detailed environmental analysis than other CEQA statutory and categorical exemptions. Unlike other exemptions, mitigation may also be required under the 15183 process. Projects which qualify for a categorical or statutory exemption will generally not benefit from the 15183 process.
How is the 15183 process different than the ND or EIR process?
CEQA section 15183 requires an evaluation of direct project impacts in the same manner as the Negative Declaration (ND) and EIR process. However, unlike a ND or an EIR, projects which rely on the 15183 process may benefit from the cumulative analysis contained within GPU EIR and the application of predefined mitigation and avoidance measures. Under this process, public review is not required therefore projects qualifying for the 15183 exemption can generally be completed in less time and at a reduced cost compared with the Negative Declaration and EIR processes.

Are environmental technical studies required under the 15183 process?
A project-specific environmental analysis must be completed as part of the 15183 process. Technical studies, such as a biological technical report or a traffic impact analysis, may be required if a project would result in a potential environmental impact.

Do cumulative impacts need to be studied under the 15183 process?
Additional analysis of cumulative impacts will generally not be required unless it is determined that the project may result in an impact which was not adequately evaluated in the GPU EIR.

Is mitigation required under the 15183 process?
In order to rely on the 15183 process, project proponents must agree to implement any applicable design and/or mitigation measures as prescribed by the GPU EIR.

How will the 15183 determination be documented?
Your PDS project manager will complete a Certificate of Determination and a CEQA Guidelines §15183 checklist to document a project’s eligibility.

Is a public hearing required?
CEQA requires a noticed public hearing if mitigation or design standards specified in the GPU EIR are proposed to reduce a project impact. Projects which require a public hearing as part of the permit approval process will satisfy this requirement through regular hearings before the Zoning Administrator, Planning Commission, or Board of Supervisors. Special publicly noticed hearings will be held for projects which would not otherwise require a hearing.

Are there any recording Fish and Game or recording fees associated with the 15183 process?
No Fish and Game fees are required; however, a $50 fee is required to record a Notice of Exemption.

For additional information, contact us at
PDSZoningPermitCounter@sdcounty.ca.gov